**INTERIOR TRIM**

**REMARKS LEGEND -**

Vehicle i.d. (v) numbers:
- JA = 1988 model year; KA = 1989 model year;
- LA = 1990 model year; MA = 1991 model year;
- NA = 1992 model year; PA = 1993 model year;
- RA = 1994 model year; SA = 1995 model year.

---

**Coin Tray Console Matting**

1. **MTC520RUNG** COIN TRAY, fascia center  
   Qty increases from (v) RA647649

2. **MTC601RUN** MAT, anti-skid, fascia coin tray  
   Qty increases from (v) JA351033 on

3. **390573G** MAT, anti-skid, fascia RH  
   Qty increases from (v) JA351032 on

---

**Cubby Box Fittings & Ash Tray**

4. **MUC2498G** MAT, coin tray, console  
   From (v) SA647650 on

5. **MUC9895G** INSERT, console, under transmission selector  
   From (v) JA464553 on

6. **MUC9335G** STRICKER, cubby box lid  
   From (v) RA647649 on

7. **MUC9336G** LATCH, cubby box lid  
   From (v) RA647649 on

8. **AWR1399G** ASH TRAY, rear  
   From (v) SA647650 on

---

**Door Pull**

9. **MUC13065UAG** DOOR PULL, Sorrell Brown  
   From (v) JA464553 on

10. **MUC13066ULU** DOOR PULL, Winchester Grey  
    From (v) JA464553 on

11. **MUC50271LEG** PARCEL TRAY, rear, Slate Grey  
    From (v) JA464553 on

12. **MUC50272LEG** PARCEL TRAY, rear, Winchester Grey  
    From (v) JA464553 on

13. **MUC50269LEG** SIDE SUPPORT, parcel tray, RH, Slate Grey  
    From (v) JA464553 on

14. **MUC1667G** BRACKET, RH side support  
    From (v) JA464553 on

---

**Interior Vent**

13. **BTR7071G** VENT, fascia rail  
    From (v) JA464553 on

---

**Headliners**

14. **BTR6256LUU** HEADLINING, without sunroof, Mist Grey  
    From (v) JA464553 on

15. **MWC5012LUU** HEADLINING, with sunroof, Mist Grey  
    From (v) JA464553 on

16. **MWC9313G** BRACKET, jack storage  
    From (v) JA464553 on

17. **390409G** BRACKET, spare wheel mounting  
    From (v) JA464553 on

18. **391241G** BRACKET, spare wheel mounting  
    From (v) JA464553 on

19. **390401G** PAD, bracket  
    From (v) JA464553 on

---

**Brackets**

16. **MWC9313G** BRACKET, jack storage  
    From (v) JA464553 on

17. **390409G** BRACKET, spare wheel mounting  
    From (v) JA464553 on

18. **391241G** BRACKET, spare wheel mounting  
    From (v) JA464553 on

19. **390401G** PAD, bracket  
    From (v) JA464553 on

---

**To Order, Call 1-800-533-2210**

---

**Interior Trim**